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NPOESS, the National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System, managed 

by the Integrated Program Office [IPO], is structured as an operational, long-term, 

environmental, satellite monitoring system for weather, climate, and several other 

application/discipline areas for the ”Next Generation” (~2009-2029). The IPO is developing 

for a 1st generation NPOESS a suite of advanced, atmospheric sounding/probing instruments 

as a major part of the next generation  meteorological, environmental and climate operational 

satellite system in polar, low earth orbit [LEO]. The CrIS, Cross-track Infrared Sounder, an 

Advanced Technology Microwave Sounder [ATMS], an Ozone Mapping & Profiler Suite 

[OMPS], a MIS [Microwave Imager and Sounder] and a VIIRS – Visible and Infrared Imager 

and Radiometer. In addition, the 2nd generation NPOESS – post 2025, is already in its very 

early conceptual phase. 

 

The European community, EUMETSAT, European Organization for the Exploitation of 

Meteorological Satellite Systems, has already launched (October 2006) the first of three next 

generation, operational polar-orbiting LEO system, MetOp, as part of its European Polar 

System [EPS]. MetOp has a highly capable FTS sounder, IASI [Infrared Atmospheric 

Sounder Interferometer], an Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit [AMSU], a Global Ozone 

Monitoring Experiment [GOME], a GNSS Receiver for Atmospheric Sounding [GRAS] and 

an Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer [AVHRR]. EUTMETSAT is already in the 

Mission Formulation stage for their 2nd generation EPS – post 2020. 

 

The combined MetOp and NPOESS sounders, which will be in complementary polar orbits, 

will represent a very significant combined capability and set of opportunities to establish a 

formative GEOSS grand sounding “system”. 

 

This paper will focus on the projected joint capabilities, synergies and opportunities of 

advanced sounders on MetOp and NPOESS during the emerging GEOSS era for primarily 

NWP and climate monitoring, namely – the IASI, AMSU, GOME and GRAS on MetOp and 

the CrIS, ATMS, OMPS and MIS on NPOESS, the different requirements for the MetOP and 

NPOESS sounding sensors which will actually  facilitate the the cross-calibration of the 

sounders of a formative GEOSS system, and the different requirements for the MetOp and 

NPOESS sounding products which will actually  facilitate an initial formulation of common 



requirements for the sounding products for GEOSS sounders and provide an opportunity for 

the mutual validation of the sounding products. 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 


